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ABSTRACT
Human-computer information retrieval (HCIR) or IR is disci-
pline/discourse and perhaps amongst the most commonly used
applications–search–enabling our ubiquitous interconnected and
technology-mediated modern reality. Technical discourses of IR
aim to develop algorithms to effectively join users to informa-
tion (documents, images, or more generally, information experi-
ences). It also aims to evaluate its algorithms and systems, and to
understand what works and what doesn’t. This focus on discov-
ering and analysing new phenomena pertaining to search strate-
gies (and recommendation and ranking functions), user-interaction
strategies and so on refers to the idioscopic dimension of IR. How-
ever, this discourses presumes–i.e. is founded-upon–deeper ideas
pertaining for example to human-communication and psychology,
problems of knowledge and about the structure of social reality,
these are its cenoscopic or more philosophical aspects. This pa-
per analyses some of these deeper ideas and how they have ap-
peared in their corresponding idioscopic form as mathematical
and cybernetic models of agent communication. This paper in-
dicates that it is necessary to separate the idioscopic and ceno-
scopic aspects of such discourses to allow the respective phenom-
ena to be analyzed according to the methodology proper to it.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades Information Retrieval (IR), that is, human-
computer information retrieval (HCIR) or search, has been under-
stood to be an interaction between a user and the interface ele-
ments of a textbox and search button. By extension it has also been
understood as including the following browsing processes. These
activities overall resemble a communicative process between two
or more human beings. More specifically, it resembles the human-
communicative process of question answering which we, following
[5], will call human-human information retrieval, denoting by it a
process as similar in simplicity to the HCIR. The modern trend of
search-enabled ubiquitous devices, as [8, Chapter 1] explain, sig-

nificantly change this communicate experience, such that the spe-
cific, traditional IR function, is no longer a good representative of
that experience. Instead, as they argue, the experience is better un-
derstood in the general sense as a technology-mediated experience,
and formally studied as such. This is a claim pertaining to the foun-
dations of Information Retrieval and Science (IR&S), and as such
it pertains to the cenoscopic aspect of IR&S not its idioscopic one
in the terminology used by Peirce following Bentham [16].

The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the ceno-
scopic understanding of IR&S developed in [8] by bringing to light
some of the foundational issues apparent in the largely idioscopic
exploration in [5] focusing on the methodology to discover and
capitalize on new phenomena pertaining to search. Section 2 elu-
cidates the dual problem of knowledge at the heart of both HCIR
made complicated since the agents participating in the respective
communication are of different kinds. It argues that in addition to
linking to the classical problem of knowledge it also refers to the
same in traditional cybernetics. Section 3 explains in what way this
two-agent communication is founded on a social reality and is pur-
posed to address the ‘social gap’ that is increased in some respect
due to technological automation but is remedied in other respects
by the same. This section also focuses on the particular educational
context within that social reality, and how IR&S enables a specific
modality of it. Section 4 concludes that the concept of search given
the modern context of ubiquitous systems as implied in [5] and fur-
ther developed in [8], appears to be a primitive concept pertaining
our inclination to know, now by means of technology, that is now
a common to all particular areas of knowledge and not specific to
IR&S even though the latter studies it in a special capacity. Sec-
tion 5 interpret the aspects understood as problems of knowledge
in section 2 as problems of explainability, that is, explainable to
users, researchers and ‘explainable’ to systems, and relates this to
the recent trends in AI and explainability. Section 6 explains how
the centrality of ostensive retrieval for idioscopic purposes in [5]
is relevant in the context of ubiquitous systems with encapsulated
search functions as explored in [8]. Finally section 7 concludes the
paper.

2. THE DUAL PROBLEMS OF KNOWLEDGE IN
IR: USER AND SYSTEM UNDERSTANDING

Compared to HHIR where participants use multiple senses, a com-
plex language and possess advanced reasoning systems, HCIR
is not only primitive but unfamiliar. key component of human-
communication is empathy, is understanding the otheranother hu-
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manin light of self-understanding. When the other is machine, the
involvement of empathy, corresponding to an arrangement of psy-
chological processes in the user, does not function in any typical
manner. Similarly, analogically speaking, it is unfamiliar to the
computer and to the designer of the search system. Not unfamil-
iar to himself directly as a human, but in the context of his job of
creating operative models of users that will condition the responses
of such a system. While in the HHIR case the participants are con-
stantly figuring out what the others linguistic and non-linguistic ex-
pressions mean, in the HCIR case, both participants lack equivalent
amount of access to this understanding.

Certainly, for the computer system, there is no un-
derstanding of meaning [8]: the nominalist or symbolic inter-
referencing between representations of user behavior are not under-
stood by the system as they are for the human agent. The two agents
are starkly different in kind. In order to better understand this differ-
ence [5] suggests recognizing the asymmetricity of it. This differ-
ence is not the typical difference there is in human-communication
or HHIR more specifically, to which the problem of empathy refers.
Instead, as the agents are actually different beings, the way one
comes to know the other is unlike the way other does. Thus, there
are two problems of knowledge or knowing in question, the way
the system comes to know the user and the way the user comes
to know the system, the system-understanding problem (SUP) and
the user understanding problem (UUP) [5]. We think these are sig-
nificant problems since (a) HCIR is predicated upon the processes
of user and system understanding, (b) effective/valuable/beneficial
HCIR corresponds to their effective resolution.

These two problems are actually different in kind as the
agents doing the knowing are different in kind. The UUP refers to a
process of learning on behalf of a machine and exhibiting machine-
behavior in response guided by an algorithm. This is not strictly
a knowing, or even any sort of real cogitative process, except in
an analogical, simulated and/or metaphorical sense; and this is ar-
guably the sense in which cognitive relates to human cognition in
the cognitive sciences based on computational paradigms.

Given this difference in kind between the problems, it is
clear that while non-trivial similarities exist in their character (in
an analogical sense), the subject-matter of the problems belong to
different sciences. The SUP is a problem primarily of psycholo-
gymeant in the traditional sense (i.e. relating to the entire human
being not only behaviour, consciousness or purely mental aspects
individually). And in this sense, it draws from epistemology and
metaphysics, biology, and the practical sciences (such as politics
and ethics). In the modern sense, while it could still primarily be
categorized as a problem of psychology, such an assignment would
entail some equivocation unlike when linking to traditional psy-
chology since there are several often unrelated psychologies and
other human and social sciences. Thus, the problem would be split
amongst them in a manner that is as unclear as the current inter-
relations between these modern sciences and their corresponding
discourses.

The UUP would traditionally be a problem of mathemat-
ics, the arts and crafts. In the modern time it is a problem of mathe-
matical computation and computational-paradigm inspired cogni-
tive science. This is already well-realized in the current IR dis-
course. As they are problems in different sciences, both modern and
traditional, one expects their corresponding expressionsbased on
the respective terminology of their sciencesas well as the method-
ology for their solution, that is for effective/successful to differ,
perhaps considerably.

The approach of [5] addresses this difference using the
computational-cognitive science perspective, by analogically un-

derstanding the user to be a system, so that both the SUP and UUP
can be understood as a problem pertaining to the sciences appro-
priate to handle the latter: the computational sciences. However, it
does this while explicitly acknowledging the much-reduced charac-
ter of this abstraction. In particular, [5] models HCIR as a series of
processes involving two systems (which can be understood also as
one bi-stable system: interpretation/expression, observation and in-
ternal processes, see 1. The changes or dynamics of this system are
defined by a sequence of such processes and a set of corresponding
states that are affected thereby; and in this sense this is an abstract
state model. There is no restriction as to how detailed this can get.
Each such process can be expressed in terms of arbitrarily deeply
nested sub-processes of such types (or sub-types), and hence con-
current sub-events. This is therefore a fully atomistic model where
each level of depth exhibits a rationality. For example, at one level
you have bi-stable system with state changes, at a more refined level
there is a representations of psychological state changes as internal
processes within the user entity/system (the image on the right of
1) and so on.

What makes this specifically a bistable system–in the
sense of cybernetics [10, 36, 37]– instead of a more general two-
part system is that there are goals whose achievement results in
a favorable or stable overall state; the movement/dynamics is pur-
poseful. Or in the classical sense, there is a final cause to this overall
system [27, 20, 31]. This goal is defined for the overall (bistable)
system as the information need (IN), the notion common to IR dis-
course. Moreover, at the level of each entity, there is a breakdown of
the functions, or in a classical sense, powers/abilities/faculties, con-
stituting them. Thus, the user and system (analogically of course)
is able to reason, remember, be-present (session layer, see 2), act-
intentionally through gestures (gesture layer) or elicit not-quite as
meaningful (as gestures) movements (physical layer). Each cue ob-
served by one entity from the other is progressively assigned layers
of meaning as it travels through the corresponding faculties.

As [5] also explains however, this atomistic bistable sys-
tem, while expressing the relation between the two relevant entities
in HCIR, does not capture what happens in the investigation of a
HCIR, where necessarily an observer or researcher is involved. In-
stead, the researcher or observer entity must also be understood to
be part of the overall model for capturing the UUP/SUP problems.
This was influenced mainly from the situation of quantum theory
[35, 4, 30, 6, 38, 3, 17]. There are several important particulars of
the model that are similarly influenced from quantum theory. In
fact, that it is an arbitrarily atomistic abstract state system (where a
state is simply a collection of knowable properties) structured into
‘knowables able to be known by the other entity or the researcher,
is directly influenced by the way the operator-theoretical wavefunc-
tion is used to capture the state of a physical system and the way
(and properties) of knowing that state (through measuring appara-
tus). Further details of this is in [5] and a forthcoming work.

While such a model is indeed limited, since it reduces
the human dimensions of the SUP to dead/dry computational as-
pects, it does fulfill an important function. That is, it provides
a computational-mathematical perspective of the problem, some-
thing that will regardless be required to link any future more hu-
manistic understanding of the SUP to the necessarily mathematical-
computational framing of the UUP. The work in [8] undertakes the
task of developing this more humanistic understanding.
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Fig. 1. HHIR as proxy-based communication founded on social gaps

3. THE INSTRINSIC SOCIAL DIMENSION OF
HCIR AND THE GENERALIZATION OF THE
SEMANTIC GAP

While the above bistable model captures something of the interac-
tion events that constitute HCIR, it fails to capture the social dimen-
sion. This is of course not simply a matter of increasing the number
of entities within such a model. HCIR systems do in fact have so-
cial roles, and to see what this is, we need to see the social function

Fig. 2. HHIR as a bistable system constituted by several types of processes
and multi-aspect agent systems

of HHIR, thus HHIR needs to be understood from a sociological
perspective. HCIR (searching) takes on a special sociological role
in current times (see Arafat and Ashoori 2019) and encourages a
particular social perspective in a searcher searching over long peri-
ods of time. This perspective is roughly speaking the sociological
imagination (Mills, 1959).

In the modern age, the automation of services through
the use of technology, both from a top-down and bottom-up sense
[8, Chapter 1], has replaced numerous scenarios of human-human
interaction. Human communication in such scenarios, and social
(interpersonal communication) scenarios evolved into ones involv-
ing devices acting as proxies to human agents. This can be under-
stood as introducing a social gap between people by replacing the
social experience with a real other, with a technology-mediated ex-
perience of the other [8]. An experience that involves dealing with
abstract representations of the other. While this still allows similar
cognitive processes, directed at the other, to happen, the mediated
experience of the other is potentially of a different kind.

Social gaps are not only manifest when social scenarios
are augmented with proxies. Indeed, the lack of similarity in the
knowledge and understanding of any two agents means a gap in un-
derstanding/knowledge, or even language or any other attribute of
an agent. Thus, there is always a gap in some sense, and one could
argue that these sorts of gaps limit the communicative presence of
agents and hence are effectually like talking to a reduced version
of an other. We would argue that while communicative-presence
is indeed reduced in these senses, the scenario of not having the
other present is of a different kind. There is a long discussion to
be had about the different levels and categories of communicative
presence [19, 32, 33], and we will leave this for a future occasion.
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Of course social gaps are inevitable for automation, and
automation is one of the main purposes of technology. Moreover,
while automation leads to social gaps in one context it could close
gaps in other areas, creating new opportunities for communication-
whether through proxies or otherwisethat previously did not exist;
social networking is the typical example of this. Social gaps could
be reduced in a more indirect sense due to automation and the cor-
responding mediation of technology, such as through enabling op-
portunities for interaction between persons and knowledge entities
that are already proxies of persons: the written word (books, aca-
demic papers, other writings), multimedia, etc. This is the whole
purpose of HCIR systems. One has to differentiate however be-
tween such dead proxy objects and the interaction with live persons
through a proxy or otherwise: factual information, or the learning
of facts vastly underdetermines social interaction. Instead the lat-
ter facilitates human experiences as different as the development
of identity, to psychological therapy, to the experience of care and
mutual-empathy.

Why is this all relevant? Our main point here is to under-
stand the social gap as a background to several notions used in IR
discourse, the most important of them being the semantic gap refer-
ring to the difference between the form of a retrieved object (such as
the document or a part thereof) and its meaning. This gap includes
of course that which is the literal (or commonly understood) mean-
ing of a word (or a set of words) and any other meanings. However,
in the context of HCIR it also has an additional component. In a
normal communicative scenario between two persons any gap in
the understanding of expressions in some part of the process can
potentially be resolved through further conversation, in an explicit
manner. In the context of proxies, the nature of this gap is modified.
In particular, there are a more limited set of possibilities.

Moreover, this semantic gap is not only a static fact about
(a) words and their meanings in general, or the (b) limiting of pos-
sibilities of understanding meanings of expressions due to the so-
cial gap, but an attribute of a live search scenario, an informational
experience [5], what [8] construes more generally as a technology-
mediated experience (TME). As an attribute, and furthermore, a
constituent of that experience, it conditions and is conditioned by
what [8] called the efficient cause of the event of a TME, the infor-
mation need, which is usually taken in HCIR discourses to be an at-
tribute of a user. The fulfillment of needs through such experiences
are limited by the existence of gaps whether they be permanent
or temporary, and in this sense gaps are limits to what users can
know. They ultimately pertain to the problem of knowledge as dis-
cussed in the prior section; not specifically to the user/system un-
derstanding problems, but the general problem of knowing through
devices/instruments; thus gaps are epistemic limits due to the onto-
logical nature of search scenarios. Our point is that these epistemic
limits, or more accurately, social-epistemic limits, are natural to
our technology-mediated society. Thus, the HCIR as a substitute
of HHIR, engenders a social experience that is strictly limited in
various ways even though it creates new opportunities for social
experience.

The sociological imagination [26, 9], the lucid aware-
ness (or being-in-the-world/society) of the relationship between
personal experience and the wider society, is the tacit background
cogitation, in light of one’s private identity (personas) with respect
to its reflection in ones understanding of the public sphere, that in-
forms our daily activities. Our living in the modern world, through
the use of ubiquitous devices form an understanding of this pub-
lic sphere, and also inform how we develop our private identities.
Our expressions in this public sphere (e.g. Tweets) is our avatar that
plays out in this proxy world. Our sociological imagination is then

in terms of our expressions in this public space, and the internaliza-
tion of this public sphere in us. Users are concerned about public
issues through their proxy representations, through media, i.e. arbi-
trarily mediated forms. Our information needs are based on already
technology-mediated perceptions of the world. Thus, to understand
an information need and the form it takes in user action (queries)as
would be required for any scientific IR seeking to explain needs and
queriesmeans to go beyond the individual to investigate how social
structures shape individuals and their action. It means to understand
how the social gap limits the sociological imagination.

As technological-mediation becomes increasingly our
normative mode of living, what is our proxy-life (represented
through our avatars) become more and more central to our self-
understanding. The extent depends on the relationship between the
proxy and the person represented, and also in general between man
and machine. Understanding the extent to which user are their prox-
ies are important to resolve the user-understanding problem (UUP).
The UUP similarly cannot be effectively resolved without under-
standing the social gap that is the foundation of their information
need and hence information experience; and this requires analysis
of the purposes of automation that lead to the proxy substitutions
engendering the gap in the first place. That is, why did the user en-
gage with the IR system in the first place, why did they leave the
types of proxy information that they did and what kinds of IN can
be inferred from it. The proxy information here is not just the query
but any arbitrary details about the user.

In addressing the question of why they engaged the sys-
tem in the first place, the most general answer is that the nature of
users as persons is to know, that they seek meaning, and IR systems
are therefore means to meaning-suggestion (or meaning-fulfilment)
[8, Chapter 5]. This general answer can be made more specific by
noticing that the existence of gaps implies the tendency to bridge
them. Thus, the action of requesting information from a system is
some aspect of socialization, or more generally it is an activity per-
taining to not only to the fulfilment of a specific task but also a con-
sequence of their being-in-the-world. HCIR, to the extent that there
is a social gap and hence a natural tendency to address it, is a so-
cial activity (even if there are no additional human users involved).
HCIR is then a means of and furthermore, induces, sociological
imagination.

3.1 THE SPECIFIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
SEARCH AND EDUCATION

In terms of human-human interaction, education in the modern
sense can be understood as a set of processes involving institutions
(a set of proxies/people) and individual (proxies/people). The insti-
tution of education started locally in individual homes, then moved
to the local community in the form of a school, later still an inter-
esting phenomena became visible among many institutions as char-
acterized by assembly line production strategy: the use of humans
in an industrial process in the interest of ‘automation’ began to re-
semble the organizational structure of a machine-only process. The
mass-production strategy influenced the education establishment;
yet, although there is a reduced connection between individuals (as
emphasized by the social gap) it certainly exists at the least within
the bounds of social protocol within an institution (an example of
social protocol is professionalism at work). This connection is most
apparent between students and their educators where it is assumed
that the HHIR in the educational context between academics rep-
resents the most effective or optimal search. In particular the edu-
cational context that is to be modelled for investigation of HHIR
has changed over the years by integrating automated components.
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The idea of proxies for education is not new, an educational culture
based on automated, and ‘ad-hoc’ learning that is a reality in our
time, was conceptualized as an ‘educational web’ in (Illich, 1971),
see [7, 14, 24, 13] for more details. Educational webs enable mo-
ments of living to be transformed into moments of learning (Illich,
1971). This is particularly the case where the moments of living
are technology-mediated living. Illich sees such as webs as reduc-
ing social gaps not due to automation as such but social inequities.

4. SEARCH AS PRIMITIVE
If we take search thereby as the natural tendency to address gaps,
which are most generally gaps in meaning (and hence we look
for meaning-suggestion), and more specifically semantic/social and
other gaps, then search can be understood as a primitive. The work
in [5] takes it as such, that is, it doesnt seek to further define it in
terms of other concepts. Thus, search as embodied in tools, func-
tions (mathematical, programmatic, social, etc.), and as an activity
which is a means of technology-mediated living. Search as the use
of IR systems is then a proxy that brokers interactions between a
user and other proxies. Search both forms and reflects the habi-
tus of its users, it forms and is used to reflect upon their socio-
logical imagination. This is apparent once it is not perceived as
an isolated, minor activity of computer use, but somehow, all of
technology-use. Search is not simply the use of simple web-based
tools, but the interaction with documents, the selecting of programs,
the saving documents or any activity that indeed results in any type
of meaning-fulfilment. The user in modern society is then search-
ing for what in hindsight would be their future identities or future
selves represented by ‘interaction proxies’ that contain instances
of general computer usage. These are their interactions with social
media, and other interaction with anything artificial, any other TME
that effect their understanding.

Search in this sense is the impetus for interaction and so-
cialization presupposed by HCIR/HHIR and not only engendered
by them. As such, search is not primarily a technical subject area
relevant for HCIR/HHIR but for the wider human sciences in gen-
eral.

5. SYSTEM AND USER UNDERSTANDING
PROBLEMS AS AS PROBLEMS OF
EXPLAINABILITY AND INTELLIGIBILITY

The process of computational search corresponds to a cogitative
and active process on behalf of the user, and a response on behalf
of the system upon associating data entities relevant to the users
actions. The traditional problem of query formulation (QFP) per-
tains to the difficulty on the users part in deciding and formulating
what they are actually searching for. Not only is this a difficult task,
since their IN is often vague, but it is changing throughout search.
Were the IN to be well defined, most users would still struggle to
comprehend the relationship between their query and the system’s
response. This lack of knowhow about the retrieval system limits
the efficiency and effectiveness of search. This is why the SUP is an
important problem, but it remains little highlighted as a distinct and
important problem in the literature. Any resolution to this problem
will inform the user interface and the entire user-interaction strat-
egy of the system. The QFP in turn relates to the UUP as a system
always needs to ask how the query it is given represents the IN.

To resolve the SUP does not mean to transform normal
users to experts or researchers who know the details of algorithms,
instead this is a problem about explainability and intelligibility as
is commonly discussed in explainable AI discourse [2, 18, 25, 1].

Instead, it is about enabling informational experiences resembling
HHIR scenarios where appropriate. In the HHIR context the dis-
cussants are familiar with one another as human agents, there is
an already existent and deep intelligibility of expressions and be-
havior; there is much already explained, consistent and coherent.
Typical IR/HCIR systems, and now, AI systems in general where
explainability is important, are very artificial in comparison as hu-
man interpretable explanations are not important therein; they re-
main largely black-boxes. What however is the ideal form of HCIR
experience? Should some HHIR scenario be the standard for every
corresponding HCIR scenario? In HHIR, each agent conceptualizes
the other in terms of psychological ideas such as personality, habit
or nature, emotions or affect, etc., the content of such concepts con-
tribute to their overall understanding of the other and to the way a
question-answering scenario proceed; compare this to the a much
reduced scenario in HCIR which is problematized by the SUP and
UUP.

From the perspective of the system the UUP is about the
explainability of user behavior. Whereas explainability for an arti-
ficial system may only be to relate between variables in order to
respond effectively to a user query, it is explainability in its full
sense for the researcher who uses the data captured on such a sys-
tem to understand the HCIR scenario. Thus, the user seeks expla-
nations of system behavior, the researcher and system that of user
behavior but in different senses. Seeking explanation involves first
and foremost the seeking out of the intelligible in any such HCIR
scenario, i.e. seeking out meaningful elements in the expression of
the other. For the researcher this means developing a methodol-
ogy through which to categorize and make sense of user behavior
with respect to what they point to as to the psychological intentions
and mental action, and what can be inferred from them as to sta-
ble (natures or habits, such as persona) or unstable properties (such
as affects). This presupposes a philosophical (cenoscopic, to use a
Peircean term) psychology as well as corresponding empirical (id-
ioscopic) psychologies [29, 28]. Where idioscopic psychology here
would include models of cognition in the cognitive sciences such
as [21, 22, 23, 15].

For the system, the corresponding methodology for re-
solving the UUP would need to come from a reductive idioscopic
psychology that nevertheless is based on a cenoscopic psychology
on which researchers base their investigation. The work in [5] sug-
gested quantum theory as such a reductive idioscopic base with-
out developing any corresponding cenoscopic foundation while [8]
can be understood as heading in this direction. Since the SUP/UUP
are ultimately problems of knowledge, their resolution must be-
gin at the cenoscopic level. However, to the extent that we want to
resolve these problems for real instances of technology-mediated
experience, they have a contextual-empirical aspect, they are not
merely theoretical problems but have practical import for users, and
so there requires to be an idioscopic science (an empirical psychol-
ogy) that deals directly with the data of user interaction.

6. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE OSTENSIVE
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL MODEL IN THE
CONTEXT OF UBIQUITIOUS SYSTEMS

The idea of the ostensive information retrieval (OIR) paradigm of
[12, 11, 34] is particularly important to better understand both the
UUP and SUP, not that this was explicitly intended by its author.
Originally the OIR was developed as a way to address the ambigu-
ous and changing information needs in users, those that we except
them to express through formulating queries. The idea was that in-
stead of asking them to formulate queries they could instead indi-
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cate what they sought without forming words. The user interface
would require to be such that the entire HCIR journey, the initial
search (which might require words) and the browsing that followed
would be displayed in a form that helps users disambiguate their in-
formation needs. That is, it follows the user through several states
of knowledge. Moreover, the interface and underlying algorithm
treated newer interactions as more important than older interactions
as a way to accommodate changing needs. While a practically use-
ful model, its main use we think lay in the cenoscopic questions it
raises which it answers in an ad-hoc fashion at the idioscopic level:
what is cogitation, and what is going through the mind of the user
now that is relevant. While philosophical psychology has much to
say about the former, the latter question poses a difficulty in that
no amount of analysis of neural/synaptic correlates of cogitation
will reveal what is actually thought. In fact, the problem of what
can or cannot be known about mind through its bodily correlates
(which synapses are) goes to the heart of the mind-body problem
and others in the philosophy of mind.

Allowing the user to communicate by pointing than form-
ing words on some level means a less-reductive expression to the
extent there is a reduction of meaning from concepts to words. Yet,
pointing to existing interface elements is less expressive than words
for scenarios where the user has a way to express their need in
words and where the available objects for pointing are less ex-
pressive or exact. The idea is that whatever is lost due to lack
of specificity of interface elements over words can be made up
through the specification that necessarily happens in the subse-
quent browsing process so that the user is homing-in onto a spe-
cific answer. Consider the expanded version of this notion of OIR
for our current sociotechnical reality of the ubiquity of devices as
developed in [8]. Let the browsing process involve the entirety of
a users living in the world through technology, such as they are
not merely pointing to items on screen but doing a sequence of
tasks (e.g. walking to a location, taking a picture then chatting
to a friend), and the systemtaking their cue from the entirety of
lived-experiencesupports/responds in a way as to make this expe-
rience better. We consider this to be the natural extension of the
idea of OIR for the modern time, and it better sets the context for
UUP/SUP. Thus, it is not just that UUP/SUP is about two-agent
interaction understood as a bistable system, but the living-in-the-
world of one agent and the natural coupling/entanglement of the
second agent (the system) in a way as to help that that or to im-
prove their experience somehow. Seen in this way, the UUP/SUP
take on a further ethical dimension that is not as prominent when
seen in the context of simple interaction (or from the perspective
at the interactive layer as discussed in Arafat and Ashoori 2019,
Chapter 5).

In any such generalized OIR type strategy enabled by
systems engaging in HHIR, the SUP has to do with understanding
the language of ostension. To the extent the goal of such a strat-
egy is to keep out of the users way, this language in primarily a
non-linguistic sign language, and only secondarily one involving
natural language. The scientific development of any such language
(i.e. user-interfaces and user-interaction strategies) needs recourse
to the cenoscopic and idioscopic bases discussed above.

7. CONCLUSIONS
As the arguments above indicate it is not only useful but important
to separate out the cenoscopic (philosophical and foundational as-
pects, roughly speaking) and idioscopic (the phenomenal and em-
pirical) aspects of a modern discourse such as human-computer in-
formation retrieval (HCIR) (or IR as it is more commonly known).

This is so that the respective problems therein can be correctly iden-
tified as investigated according to methods proper to it. This paper
brought out some salient problems of the subject area studied by IR.
It identified foundational problems, which are not directly studied
by HCIR but instead positions regarding them are presumed. They
would therefore belong to the cenoscopic aspect of IR not the idio-
scopic aspect of the larger IR&S discourse. Upon [8] studying the
kinds of questions this cenoscopic aspect would investigate, it was
possible to identity several issues posed in the mainly idioscopic
study of [8] as cenoscopic problems.

As the above discussed these are the (a) user and system
understanding problems, previously seen as an (idioscopic) a prob-
lem of bistable system stability in the context of cybernetics, but
now as (i) problems of knowledge (i.e. epistemology, classical psy-
chology etc.) as well as (ii) mutual explainability and intelligibility,
(b) the hierarchy of ‘gaps’ (social, semantic etc.), previously iden-
tified as the justification for uncertainty represented by probability
in idioscopic investigations, now identified as facts of social real-
ity, (c) the importance of IR for education previously noted only as
an important ‘application’ of search but now seen as enabling as
a spontaneous educational culture (i.e. effecting social reality in a
specific, sustained way), (d) search as a primitive practical aspect
of all knowing regardless of discipline, as a ‘primitive’ attribute of
knowing in the modern time, and not just an ‘application’/software
and finally (e) ostensive information retrieval as not just a model of
IR as in the idiographic case but as capturing what the modern, en-
capsulated search (meaning, as hidden amongst other applications
or device-use in general) is about from the perspective of a philos-
ophy of technology.
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